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Short intro
Podcasts have become a widespread social trend over the last decade. It is a
good way how to entertain yourself and get educated at the same time.
People like to listen to stories and for us is this a good way how to spread
the ideas of tolerance and inclusion in society. By combining the human
library method and podcasting techniques we can make people think and
help them to see different points of view, especially in the online world
where we can see or hear hateful or stereotypical views on every day basis.
Our objective is to show youth workers the potential of using a combination
of non-formal education methods and modern techniques. We believe that
all this can be combined in the creation of a solidarity project aimed at
breaking down stereotypes in society through dialogue in an online
environment with a person suffering from prejudice in society.
This project consists of 2 phases. First, the training course focused on
gaining the necessary knowledge based on the objectives. After arrival back
home participants are supposed to put the know-how into action and one of
them should come back for the second phase - the evaluation meeting.

Training course:

Where?

MORAVEC, CZECHIA

When?

20. 2. - 1. 3. 2022

Who?

3 youth workers per each
country, 18+ y. o.

Evaluation meeting:

Where?

MORAVEC, CZECHIA

When?

will be agreed during the TC

Who?

1 of those who participated on
the TC per each country

Practicalities
Travel costs

What to bring?

This project is financed by the Erasmus+
programme. Food, accommodation are fully
covered. Travel costs will be reimbursed up to
the limits, mentioned below. The travel costs
are valid for both mobilities (training course,
youth exchange):

You will need enough comfortable clothes for
indoor and outdoor activities during the
week, towels, house shoes. Also take all of
your daily medication (if you take some) and
your health insurance card. Don't forget to
take ID/passport and buy a travel insurance.
All materials needed for the program will be
provided.

Czech republic: 20 EUR
Portugal: 360 EUR
Serbia: 275 EUR
Lithuania: 275 EUR
Greece: 275 EUR
Bulgaria: 275 EUR
Cyprus: 360 EUR
Romania: 275 EUR
Estonia: 275 EUR

Visa
Serbia: 35 EUR

Accommodation
For the training course, you will be
accommodated in the guest house called
Penzionu u Výletů. The venue is situated in
the village Moravec. The toilets and the
showers are shared (link for the website).

Meeting point
The meeting point for training Cours is going
to be in Brno where we will pick you up so
arrange your travel connections to Brno.

Special needs and Covid-19
If you have any special need or requirements,
please, let us know as soon as possible so we
can try to search for the best options.
The project will take place in accordance with
the hygiene regulations.
The project coordinator will keep you
informed of the latest measures in
connection with the Covid-19 before arrival by
email.

Moravec
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